Individual muscle segmentation in MR images: A 3D propagation through 2D non-linear registration approaches.
Manual and automated segmentation of individual muscles in magnetic resonance images have been recognized as challenging given the high variability of shapes between muscles and subjects and the discontinuity or lack of visible boundaries between muscles. In the present study, we proposed an original algorithm allowing a semi-automatic transversal propagation of manually-drawn masks. Our strategy was based on several ascending and descending non-linear registration approaches which is similar to the estimation of a Lagrangian trajectory applied to manual masks. Using several manually-segmented slices, we have evaluated our algorithm on the four muscles of the quadriceps femoris group. We mainly showed that our 3D propagated segmentation was very accurate with an averaged Dice similarity coefficient value higher than 0.91 for the minimal manual input of only two manually-segmented slices.